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Abstract—To investigate whether a motor attempt EEG
paradigm coupled with functional electrical stimulation can
detect command following and, therefore, signs of conscious
awareness in patients with disorders of consciousness, we
recorded nine patients admitted to acute rehabilitation after
a brain lesion. We extracted peak classification accuracy and
peak session discriminant power (PSDP) and we assessed their
correlation to the established coma recovery scale revised
(CRS-R) and the agreement with diagnosis based on the novel
motor behavior tool (MBT). Only PSDP correlated significantly
with CRS-R and it also outperformed peak accuracy regarding
the MBT. We conclude that PSDP might be more suitable
than accuracy to complement CRS-R and MBT in evaluating
ambiguous cases and in detecting cognitive motor dissociation.
I. INTRODUCTION
After severe brain lesions patients are likely to experience
disorders of consciousness (DOC), which are defined as con-
ditions of compromised environmental and self-awareness.
Depending on the degree of awareness (often after emerging
from coma), these patients are classified into unresponsive
wakefulness syndrome (UWS), also referred to as vegetative
state (VS), and minimally conscious state (MCS) [1]. Early,
accurate diagnosis and prognosis of outcome are critical for
the medical treatment the patients receive in acute rehabili-
tation and for informed end-of-life decisions that may have
to be made. Assessment of awareness is conventionally done
through behavioral tests [2], most notably the Glasgow Coma
Scale (GCS). Despite fruitful efforts to define improved clin-
ical scales [3], among which the nowadays well established
Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) [4], such behavioral
assessment tools still suffer well-documented limitations, in
particular regarding their inability to differentiate cases in
the lower spectrum of awareness and their dependence on
the existence of residual motor functionality [5].
To alleviate these limitations, neuroimaging-based ap-
proaches have been intensively studied in recent years as
complementary or standalone diagnostic and prognostic tools
for DOC [1], [6]. Importantly, brain imaging has allowed the
identification of what is now widely accepted as a distinct
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case, namely, cognitive motor dissociation (CMD). CMD
encompasses patients that, due to a complete absence of
meaningful motor output, would be classified as UWS or
marginal MCS based on clinical criteria, but nevertheless
exhibit command-following behavior evident in brain sig-
nal responses [7]. Although functional brain imaging like
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [8] and functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) have provided the first
breakthroughs [9] and are still preferred for their high spatial
resolution, electroencephalography (EEG)-based assessment
of consciousness offers a number of practical advantages
(portability, low price, less contraindications), thus holding
great promise for bedside detection of awareness [10]–[12].
Both, task-free [13] and task-dependent [10], [11]
paradigms have yielded promising results. But while the
former might be applicable also in the presence of reduced
cognitive ability and compromised sensory pathways, task-
dependent paradigms relying either on evoked potentials [11]
or motor tasks [10] are promising for eventually establishing
brain-computer interface (BCI) communication with CMD
patients in complete locked-in syndrome (CLIS) [14].
Here, we provide a preliminary evaluation of the diag-
nostic potential of a motor attempt EEG paradigm [1], [10],
[14] coupled with functional electrical stimulation (FES) to
provide contingent, rich, afferent feedback and increase pa-
tient vigilance. Preliminary results with acute DOC patients
suggest that a discriminancy index quantifying the patients’
ability to modulate sensorimotor rhythms (SMRs) might be
a more suitable predictor of consciousness compared to the
widely used classification accuracy. We further discuss these
findings with respect to independent clinical observations
made by means of the MBT, a novel clinical instrument
designed to detect signs of covert consciousness, reveal CMD
patients and refine the prognosis of outcome [15].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Patients and data
We assessed 9 patients (S1-S9, 2 female, age 53 ± 19)
admitted to the Acute Neurorehabilitation Unit (NRA) of
the Lausanne University Hospital (CHUV), Switzerland, four
after hemorrhagic or ischemic stroke and five after traumatic
brain lesion. Written consent to participate in the study
was acquired from the relatives. The experimental protocol
(No 142/09) was approved by the ethical commission of the
canton of Vaud, Switzerland and adheres to the principles of
the declaration of Helsinki. All patients underwent repeated
behavioral CRS-R scoring during their hospital stay by


a better measure than the classification accuracy to study
awareness in patients with DOC. The CRS-R and the PSDP
strongly agree at the upper and lower bounds of the CRS-R
scale, what validates the PSDP for undisputed cases. Interest-
ingly, the CRS-R midrange values from ca. 7 to 16 seem to
cluster into two distinct groups for the PSDP. It is exactly this
range of CRS-R values where patients are thought to be often
misclassified, usually towards underestimating their level of
consciousness [1]. We posit that a threshold of PSDP around
r
2
≈ 0.05 separating the identified clusters could represent
a boundary between conscious command-following behavior
and unaware idling. In that aspect, it might serve both as
additional evidence for the diagnosis of cases on the border
between UWS and MCS, and as a tool to diagnose CMD.
It must be noted though, that the proposed PSDP criterion
is not in perfect agreement with the behavioral MBT as-
sessment. As can be seen in Fig. 2A, although this criterion
seems to classify patient S3 as UWS (1 true negative, no
false positives) and patients S1, S2, S4, S5 and S9 as CMD
(5 true positives) in accordance with the MBT scoring, the
remaining three patients S6, S7 and S8 are seemingly misdi-
agnosed (3 false negatives). However, patient S6 suffered a
second stroke during his stay in the rehabilitation unit prior to
the EEG session, which might have overturned the original
CMD diagnosis. Furthermore, these patients are known to
suffer frequent lapses of attention and awareness [1], as also
evident in the inter-session instability, so that additional EEG
sessions probably would have changed this outcome.
Compared to the PSDP, a classification based on the
accuracy criterion (see Fig. 3) indicates S4 as CMD and
all others as UWS (1 true negative, 7 false negatives, 1
true positive, no false positives), showing that the PSDP
outperforms accuracy also regarding the MBT.
The main limitations of this study are the currently very
small sample size and the big UWS vs. CMD imbalance.
Besides, the inconsistency of not collecting the CRS-R scores
at the same day as the EEG session for every patient is now
addressed and we assume that less time lag between EEG
session and clinical scoring will further increase the found
correlation between CRS-R and PSDP.
Our future work will seek to confirm these preliminary
findings with more (in particular, UWS) patients and sched-
ule multiple sessions to limit the chance of false negative
outcomes. Additionally, we also plan to study the diagnostic
utility of FES-induced cortical patterns and compare the FES
feedback to similar published works that have relied only on
auditory feedback.
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